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The	New	World,		
Native	Americans,		

and	European	Explorers

1
Era 1: ThrEE Worlds MEET (BEginning To 1620)

Discussion	Topics

	 The	Anasazi,	the	Hopewell,	and	the	Mississippians	were	early	Native		
American	societies	found	within	the	United	States.	What	do	you	know		
about	these	early	Native	Americans?	Where	were	they	located?	What	kinds		
of	marks	did	they	leave	behind?

	 List	at	least	four	explorers	of	the	New	World.	What	places	did	they	explore	
and	what	things	did	they	seek	to	find?	How	did	their	arrival	affect	the		
aborigines?

Setting	the	Scene

People first arrived in North America between 38,000 and 10,000 B.C. During 
the last ice age, man crossed a land bridge that connected Russia and Alaska. 
Eventually these adventurous nomads spread across the continent, becoming 
the ancestors of many Native American societies found in what is now the 
United States. Some of these early tribes included the Anasazi, Hopewell, and 
Mississippians, who were also known as the Mound Builders.

Following Christopher Columbus’s discovery of the New World, in 1492, 
the land these and subsequent Native Americans claimed would become the 
focus of European explorers who sought to extract its riches. Not surprisingly, 
competition between the different European nations for these resources led to 
conflict, but that infighting was not the only source of trouble. Native peoples 
fought bitterly to protect their lands from colonization.
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Meet	the	Participants

historical FigurEs

anasazi leader — The Anasazi were a group of early Native Americans who lived in the Southwestern 
United States. They built their pueblos, or villages, in the hills and canyons of this region. These  
communities were often constructed of stone or adobe, a type of sun-baked clay. Even though the 
region they lived in received minimal rainfall, the Anasazi were able to survive by farming, thanks  
to the irrigation systems they created. By around 1300 A.D. the Anasazi began to disappear, possibly 
due to drought or war.

Jacques cartier — French explorer who unsuccessfully sought the Northwest Passage, a legendary  
waterway across North America that connected the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. He led two  
expeditions to the New World, one in 1534 and another in 1535.

christopher columbus — Famous Italian explorer best known for discovering the Americas. Beginning in 
the late 1400s, he made four separate voyages across the Atlantic, each of which was funded by Spain. 
His initial exploration of the New World ignited European interest in colonizing—and plundering the 
natural resources of—this newly discovered territory. In 1492, when this “Admiral of the Ocean Sea” 
stumbled across islands in the Caribbean, he thought he was in Asia, unaware that he had actually 
discovered a totally new world.

henry hudson — English explorer of the seas in the early 1600s who explored the area around present-
day New York City and the Hudson River, which was later named after him. Like Jacques Cartier 
before him, he was searching for a Northwest Passage to make reaching the Pacific Ocean easier. In 
1610, he embarked on his second expedition to the New World. This journey brought him farther 
north than before, which led to his discovery of the Hudson Bay. After he spent a winter in the 
Canadian arctic with his crew, they terminated the expedition in 1611 and cast him adrift in a small 
boat. He was never heard from again.

hopewell leader — The Hopewell were a group of early Native Americans that lived in the Eastern and 
Midwestern portions of the United States between roughly 200 B.C. and 500 A.D. They lived in the 
Mississippi, Ohio, and lower Missouri River valleys and rose to prominence as one of the first advanced 
cultures in the region. The Hopewell were renowned for the large burial mounds they built to honor 
their dead. Some of the mounds attributed to them are as tall as 30 feet. The Hopewell supported 
themselves through agriculture and trade. Archaeologists have yet to uncover what led to the downfall 
of the Hopewell.

Mississippian leader — The Mississippians, also known as the Mound Builders, were a group of early 
Native Americans who lived along the Ohio and Mississippi Rivers from about 700 A.D. to the early 
1500s. Like other tribes, they relied on agriculture and trade for survival. Similar to the Hopewell, 
they built huge, pyramid-shaped mounds that they used for religious purposes. The most well-known 
of these pyramids is “Monks Mound,” which covers 16 acres and rises to a height of nearly 100 feet. It’s 
located in Cahokia, Illinois.

PrEsEnt-day FigurEs

chuck E. cheese® — Fun-loving rodent and mascot of the popular family entertainment center that’s 
named after him. The “King of Cool” has brought families closer together and helped youngsters 
celebrate birthdays since 1977.

Miley cyrus — A teen singing sensation, she is best known for playing a starring role in the Disney 
Channel® series Hannah Montana.

narrator
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 narrator: The setting is a local Chuck E. Cheese® establishment where leaders from three of the more 
well-known early Native American societies—the Anasazis, Hopewell, and Mississippians—
have gathered to celebrate the birthdays of their respective cultures. Unfortunately, the three 
are quite advanced in years and can’t stay out too late—the Anasazi leader refuses to miss 
Jeopardy®, which starts at 7:00 p.m. sharp; the Hopewell chief can’t be late for his kidney 
dialysis; and the Mississippian’s third wife expects him home in time for their weekly bridge 
tournament at the senior center. Nonetheless, these old fogies are in high spirits, partly because 
of the entertainment provided by Miley and partly because of the delicious pizza served by 
Chuck, but, to be honest, they have been swapping Alzheimer medications since before lunch. 
With their party hats on, the trio is ready to blow out the candles on their diabetic-approved, 
gluten-free birthday cake when three strangers bursts into the room.

 anasazi ldr.: Whoa, whoa, whoa! Who are you, and what do you want?

 c. columbus: Why, I’m Christopher Columbus, discoverer of the New World and hip-hop artiste, but y’all 
can call me Sea-Dawg. I heard a party was going down, so I brought a couple of my homeboyz, 
a’ight? (Pointing at the other two explorers) Introduce yourselves. (Looking around) Where are 
the ladies at?

 J. cartier: (Speaking in a thick French accent) Hello, everyone. I’m French explorer Jacques Cartier. I am best 
known for being the first European explorer to sail into the inland portion of the St. Lawrence 
River way back in 1535. My expedition secured portions of present-day Canada for France.

 h. hudson: (Speaking in an English accent) I am renowned English explorer Henry Hudson. Amongst my 
numerous accomplishments and personal achievements, I discovered the Hudson River and 
the Hudson Bay, both of which are named in my honor so future generations may learn of my 
inexhaustible bravery. Oooo (directing the comment towards Miley), and to whom do I owe this 
pleasure?

 M. cyrus: I’m Miley Cyrus. You may have seen me on T.V. I’m a pretty big deal, you know.

 h. hudson: Yes, yes. I do remember seeing you. You’re quite the celebrity, and quite lovely, too. People 
across the globe know your name, and, believe me, I’ve traveled all over the world. Ms. Cyrus, 
do you think I could get a photograph of you for my scrapbook?

 J. cartier: Sacre bleu! His ego is so large that you may not be able to fit both of you in the viewer.

  (All laugh.)

 M. cyrus: Sure thing, Henry, but it’ll have to wait. Right now, we’re celebrating three very special birthdays.

 hopewell ldr.: That’s right, we three represent some of the oldest Native American cultures in what is now the 
present-day U.S. (Looking hungry) Can we please have some cake? My blood sugar’s low.

 Miss. ldr.: I don’t know if there’ll be enough cake to go around, with all these PARTY CRASHERS.

 M. cyrus: But it’s so cool to have all these big-name historical figures in one place at one time. I mean—
Christopher Columbus discovered the whole New World.

 h. hudson: True. His voyages across the treacherous Atlantic Ocean kicked off a new era of European 
exploration and paved the way for subsequent explorers, like myself, to blaze trails in the 
uncharted depths of a brand-new continent.
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 anasazi ldr.: New World!? I’m sick and tired of hearing you explorer-types yammer on about your so-called 
discoveries. The New World (making quote motions with his fingers) wasn’t new to us; we had 
lived here for thousands of years.

 hopewell ldr.: Hear, hear! Now, can we please have some cake?

 J. cartier: Yes, let’s get this party started. I brought my camera to take a few pictures. Now make a wish 
and blow out the candles. I’ll transfer the images to my PC and e-mail them to everyone.

 M. cyrus: Speaking of cameras, you didn’t see any paparazzi outside, did you? I don’t want them to see 
my daddy. He’s addicted to playing that Whack-a-Mole game. I can’t get him to stop. I didn’t 
even want to bring him with me, but he insisted.

 c. columbus: (Looking to the back of the restaurant) Man, there’s an old long-haired cowboy back there, and 
he can’t seem to hit a single mole on that thing.

 M. cyrus: (Yelling to the back of the restaurant) DADDY! I am cutting you off. No more tokens—I mean 
it! That’s the last game! (Speaking to herself in exasperation) Parents are so embarrassing!

 Miss. ldr.: Is there some sort of famous explorers’ meeting nearby? We just kicked out some other guy. He 
was wearing a helmet with horns on the sides. Who was he?

 c. E. cheese: His name tag said Leif.

 J. cartier: Oui, you’re talking about Leif Erikson, the famous Viking explorer. He’s a member of FEWS 
(pronouncing the word “fuse”), just as we are.

 c. E. cheese: What’s fuse? Sounds like something you’d buy at a hardware store.

 h. hudson: Duh, it’s F–E–W–S, the Famous Explorer and Warrior Society. As Jacques just mentioned, we’re 
all card-carrying members.

 anasazi ldr.: Ha! It’s more like I–P–C squared, the Infamous Party Crashers Club. You explorers are all the 
same: searching for gold, land—

 c. columbus: And Waldo!

 J. cartier: Wait a minute; (trying to sound cool) you can’t hate on us explorers—especially a guy like Leif. 
After all, he was actually the first European to discover the New World.

 h. hudson: Very true, Jacques. Around 1000 A.D., he landed on the island of Newfoundland—my favorite 
Canadian province.

 c. E. cheese: So Sea-Dawg (pointing at Columbus) wasn’t the first European to discover the Americas?

  (Columbus grumbles.)

 M. cyrus: That’s right, Chuck; it seems like Leif Erikson beat Chris by about 500 years.

 c. columbus: Yeah, I was lookin’ for a faster way to get to Asia, but instead I found this place. I thought I 
was in the East Indies, and that’s why I called the native people who lived here “Indians.” My 
mother always said I wasn’t that good with directions.

 Miss. ldr.: First you insult us by calling us by the wrong name, and then you crash our party? If my arthritis 
wasn’t flaring up, I’d come over there and give you a piece of my mind!

 hopewell ldr.: (Shouting in exasperation) Right now I’m only interested in a piece of cake!

 c. E. cheese: Well, why is it that everyone thinks Chris was the first to discover the New World when he 
really wasn’t?

 J. cartier: Monsieur Cheese, it’s because he stayed behind and colonized parts of the Americas. The 
settlements he founded in the Caribbean continued to thrive long after he was gone. The 
Vikings tried to do the same thing much farther north in an area of Canada they called Vinland.
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 h. hudson: Yes, but they decided not to stay long, and the colony didn’t last. Since the colony didn’t last, 
neither did people’s memories, so few know of the Vikings’ big discovery. Thankfully, I have the 
memory of a … um … what’s that animal called?

 M. cyrus: Minnesota shares a border with Canada, but is it near Vinland? Their football team is called 
the Vikings; is it because of the Vikings who landed in Vinland? One time I sang the national 
anthem before one of the Viking games. The acoustics there were great.

 anasazi ldr.: Have you ever looked at a map!? Newfoundland is, like, 2,000 miles east of Minnesota!

 M. cyrus: Hey! Be nice!

 h. hudson: All this talk of Vikings and Vinland brings back memories. One thing I’ll never forget about 
my travels in Canada is the winter weather. All I can say is you’d better bring long underwear if 
you plan on staying in the frozen North. It’s hard to believe that anyone could survive in such 
a harsh climate. There is a group of Native Americans that thrived there: the Inuit. They were 
able to live in the freezing-cold Arctic.

 c. E. cheese: How were they able to survive way up there? I bet they didn’t have farms.

 h. hudson: No, the Inuit didn’t farm. The ground is frozen solid. It’s so cold that Frosty the Snowman 
packed up and moved south. They had to devise other ways to survive.

 c. E. cheese: They certainly couldn’t have worked at Chuck E. Cheese®; we don’t have any franchises up 
there.

 anasazi ldr.: They actually hunted big game. And, since they were close to water, like the Arctic Ocean, they 
were able to fish as well.

 J. cartier: And, just like the Japanese and Norwegians today, they hunted whales for food. Sea mammals 
are delicious.

 anasazi ldr.: Yes, they used kayaks they built out of animal skins for hunting and fishing, and they also 
relied on dogs to pull sleds to get around on land and over the frozen water.

 h. hudson: But, if I may say, perhaps the most intriguing creations of these arctic people are the shelters 
called igloos. They are built entirely from blocks of snow.

 c. columbus: (Excited) Snow? Did someone say snow? I love the snow.  You can make snow cones, snow 
men, snow angels, snow—

 c. E. cheese: (Interrupting Columbus) Getting back to the Vikings—why did they leave Newfoundland?

 M. cyrus: Obviously because they couldn’t get the Disney Channel® from their cable provider. How could 
they live without me?

 Miss. ldr.: No, Miley, it’s not because they couldn’t watch Hannah Montana. There have been strong 
indications that they got tired of Native American attacks, especially since they were so 
isolated.

 J. cartier: But why would the Native Americans have attacked the Vikings?

 anasazi ldr.: Good question, Jack.

 J. cartier: It’s Jacques (pronounced “zzzzhhhh-aaaa-ck”).

 anasazi ldr.: Whatever. The bottom line is that all of you explorers are the same. Whether it’s 1000 A.D., 
1492, or right now at this party, you’re all uninvited. But, worst of all, not only are you 
unwelcome, you don’t know when to leave. Instead, you invite more and more of your own 
kind to come over. In the past, this ultimately caused my descendants and the descendants of 
other Native Americans to lose their land (beginning to cough).
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 c. E. cheese: Be careful, the jalapeños on that pizza are spicy. ¡Olé, muy caliente!

 Miss. ldr.: It’s not from the jalapeños, you overgrown rat! It’s from the diseases the Europeans brought to 
the New World.

 M. cyrus: … Or from smoking. Is that a peace pipe in your shirt pocket?

 anasazi ldr.: (Shifting his overcoat to hide the pipe in his pocket) I have no idea what you’re talking about.

 J. cartier: She’s right. I saw the pipe in there, too.

 anasazi ldr.: All right, FINE! It’s a pipe. Get off my back.

 hopewell ldr.: Big deal, he smokes. Coughing can be caused by a bunch of things other than smoking.

 J. cartier: Yeah, it can be a symptom of disease. (He coughs slightly.)

 Miss. ldr.: This is nothing to joke about. You guys brought over some very deadly diseases: smallpox, 
measles, etc.

 J. cartier: Wait a minute! Some diseases were actually brought back from the New World to the old.

 Miss. ldr.: Either way, other diseases brought by you all killed large populations of Native Americans, both 
North and South. These were diseases we had never seen before in the New World and had no 
tolerance against. So the next one of you explorers who breathes on me is going to get it!

 c. columbus: Chill, Missy!

 h. hudson: Wait, now. There’s no need to do anything rash. Rash, get it? It’s a pun.

 J. cartier: Easy, guys. Our Native American friends seem to have forgotten that we introduced them to 
something very important. And it wasn’t disease.

 c. E. cheese: Was it techno music?

 h. hudson: No, he’s talking about the horse. Following the introduction of this majestic creature, many  
Native Americans came to rely on it for survival. In particular, tribes across the Great Plains 
used horses for all manner of transport and work—which reminds me: I need to see who won 
the derby. I put 10,000 euro on Sunset Rose. Does anybody have a smart phone I can borrow?

 J. cartier: Sorry, Henry; I left my BlackBerry® in the car.

 c. columbus: More like cracked-berry. Did you forget about the crack in your Black, Mr. Jack? You dropped 
it while we were roller blading. Remember? Let’s get back to the Plains Indians and their key 
mode of transportation—the horse. (He makes a sound like a horse.)

 M. cyrus: You said they used horses on the Great Plains. What are the Great Plains?

 anasazi ldr.: The Great Plains are huge areas of flat land, though some areas do have gently rolling hills. 
They are located in the central United States between the Mississippi River and the Rocky 
Mountains. The region covers an area that’s roughly 500 miles wide by 2,000 miles long!

 M. cyrus: Wow, that is huge!

 c. columbus: Yeah, just like my reputation.

 M. cyrus: You know, Mr. Columbus, reputation changes depending on who you’re talking to.

 c. columbus: What? Oh, well that is true!

 hopewell ldr.: The Great Plains were, at one time, home to some of the most fearsome Native American tribes 
ever, like the Comanche and Kiowa. Both of these warrior cultures lived in the southern parts 
known in present-day as Texas and Oklahoma.

 Miss. ldr.: And, as we all know (looking at his Native American allies), the Plains had immense grasslands 
where millions of buffalo used to graze. It was the buffalo that sustained those Native Americans.
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 anasazi ldr.: Buffalo provided food, clothing, and shelter for the people of the plains.

 c. columbus: Weren’t the buffalo really chill, just roaming around all day?

 J. cartier: That’s correct, Chris. And where the buffalo went, so did the Plains Indians. This is part of the 
reason why the horse became vital to their existence. Since the Native Americans moved around 
so much, it meant they couldn’t do much farming. But some plains people, like the Mandan in 
the north and the Pawnee in the center, did grow a few things, like beans, squash, and maize.

 c. E. cheese: Mazes are cool!

 M. cyrus: I don’t think that’s what Jack means.

 hopewell ldr.: It’s maize, spelled M–A–I–Z–E. It’s what you call corn.

 Miss. ldr.: Yes, corn was a staple food of many Native American cultures.

 h. hudson: Now that’s what I’d call a–MAIZE–ing (laughing hard).

  (Everyone stares at him).

 hopewell ldr.: This has gone on long enough! I’m starving! Miley, grab the knife and start serving!

 M. cyrus: Hang on, Mr. Impatient; I have to sing “Happy Birthday” first.

 hopewell ldr.: (Sighs and rolls eyes.)

 M. cyrus: Here goes. (Beginning to sing but stops abruptly as the Anasazi starts to blow out the candles) 
Oh, okay!

 anasazi ldr.: (Inhaling to blow out the candles, he sneezes all over the cake, disgusting everyone. He says in a 
sing-song voice) Oops! Sorrrreeeee.

 hopewell ldr.: Fantastic, now the cake’s ruined! And so is my day! Speaking of spreading disease …

 c. columbus: Ha! Nice one.

 h. hudson: As I ponder this celebration, I have to think how it is too bad Juan Ponce de Leon never found 
the Fountain of Youth. Say, can you tell us a little about that expedition, Christopher? Ponce de 
Leon was sponsored by Spain too, no?

 c. columbus: A’ight, a’ight. Juan was a conquistador, just like Pizarro, who beat the Incas, and Cortés, who 
defeated the Aztecs. Those guys were in constant search of God, gold, and glory, but maybe not 
in that order. I think they wanted the bling more than anything. King Ferdinand of Spain had 
given ol’ Juan the right to settle the mainland of North America.

 hopewell ldr.: How nice of him to give something away that he didn’t own.

  (The other Native American Leaders nod in agitated agreement.)

 c. columbus: Nonetheless, Ponce de Leon heard from Native Americans about a legendary magical spring 
that made old men young again.

 J. cartier: And virile, too?

 Miss. ldr.: Yeah. We called it the Fountain of Youth. (Speaking to Miley) We made that up to get him out of 
here. Kind of like those cans of (making quote motions with fingers) “peanut brittle” they traded 
to us.

 c. columbus: Anyway, Juan set out to find the fountain. By 1513, his expedition reached a land he called 
Florida, after the Spanish name for the Easter season, Pascua Florida, “the season of flowers.” 
This was the first-known European expedition to Florida. No sooner did he arrive than he 
was fighting the natives. Eventually, he gave up and sailed home, finding neither the fountain 
nor gold. He did return to Florida in 1521, where he founded a settlement … and continued 
fighting the Native Americans. After that, he sailed to Cuba.

The New World, Native Americans, and European Explorers
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 c. E. cheese: What did he do in Cuba?

 c. columbus: He died.

 M. cyrus: Oh! Well, were the Native Americans fighting Ponce de Leon and his men because they didn’t 
want them there?

 anasazi ldr.: Obviously!

 h. hudson: As I’m intimately familiar with only the Northern peoples, what Native American cultures did 
Ponce de Leon run across in Florida while searching for the Fountain of Youth?

 Miss. ldr.: The Native Americans of the Southeastern U.S. who fought with Ponce de Leon included the 
Calusa, as well as the Seminole and the Natchez, who were descendants of my people. Most of 
these Southeastern tribes lived in river-valley villages.

 c. E. cheese: Let me guess: farming was important to their survival, along with hunting, fishing, and trading.

 anasazi ldr.: (Looking to Columbus) Well, I’ve had enough conversation. It’s time for you and your irritating 
friends to hit the road. And, while you’re at it, take her, too (pointing at Miley).

 M. cyrus: But I don’t want to go. I’m not done singing!

 c. columbus: (Moping) But I hardly got to talk about any of my expeditions.

 hopewell ldr.: Everybody knows your story. You rediscovered the New World in 1492, thought it was Asia, 
made three other trips over here, and set up some colony in the Caribbean.

 c. columbus: (Correcting him) It was on the island of Hispaniola.

 hopewell ldr.: Blah, blah, blah, whatever. I am sure we can all read about it on your MySpace® page. Thanks 
for playing; now get going!

 M. cyrus: (Looking to the Hopewell leader) That’s not very nice! My daddy told me never let anybody 
bully me around.

 hopewell ldr.: Well, your daddy can’t whack a mole with the side of a barn. Not if his life depended on it. Uh-
oh! Don’t look now, I think ol’ Billy Ray is headed for the ball pit now.

 M. cyrus: (Exiting in an attempt to stop her father) Oh, no, he isn’t! I’ll head him off. See ya!

 J. cartier: I think that I would still like to have some cake before we go.

 hopewell ldr.: That’s disgusting! Did you see what he did to the cake a few minutes ago?! (Pointing at the 
Anasazi leader.)

  (The others are all equally disgusted.)
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	 Chat	1:	Q&A	Script

For the anasazi leader: Which of the European explorers discussed today do you think did the most 
to improve relations with Native Americans?

Possible Answer: I really don’t feel that any European explorers did that much to improve relations. 
I say this because it seems that they actually encouraged interest in the New World, causing more 
European people to come to steal our land and spread disease.

For Jacques cartier: Why were European explorers, like you, interested in finding a northwest 
passage?

Possible Answer: Well, it’s no secret that we explorers were interested in reaching Asia to 
participate in the lucrative spice trade. And as you know, the shortest distance between any two 
points is a straight line. European explorers thought that their shortest route to Asia would be 
through North America via a northwest passage. They eventually realized that there was no northwest 
passage—just a very northern passage—whose duration was limited because the waters of the Arctic 
Ocean are frozen most of the year. That is why the Northwest Passage wasn’t navigated until the 
1900s, long after the age of European exploration.

For christopher columbus: What was the Columbian Exchange?

Possible Answer: It was the exchange of all things—plants, animals, food, people, communicable 
diseases, and ideas—between the Old World and the New World. It began with my first trip to the 
Americas, in 1492, which is why it’s called the Columbian Exchange. Both positives and negatives 
resulted from this sharing. Some positives included the introduction of potatoes and corn to the 
Old World, while peanuts became an important food crop in the New World. Unfortunately, 
the negatives included the estimated 80% decrease of Native American population due to the 
introduction of European diseases.

For henry hudson: Do you sometimes wish that you had explored other parts of the New World?

Possible Answer: I certainly wouldn’t have minded exploring warmer parts of the New World. But 
I am proud of my accomplishments and glad that I was able to help England compete with other 
European nations in establishing colonies in the Americas.

For the hopewell leader: Can you elaborate more on the Hopewell culture?

Possible Answer: Yes, the Hopewell were not a single culture or society like the Anasazi or the 
Mississippians. Instead, we were a widely dispersed set of related populations scattered all over the 
eastern half of the present-day United States. We are called the Hopewell because of the Hopewell 
Exchange System, which was a network of trade routes that connected the groups.

For the Mississippian leader: Your culture vanished before the age of European exploration to 
the New World. How might things have been different had the Mississippians been around when the 
explorers showed up?

Possible Answer: I would like to think we would have judged each explorer on his own merits and 
would not have lumped them all together as either good or bad. If an explorer would have behaved in 
a civil manner, being respectful of our people, our ways, and our land, then perhaps we would have 
welcomed that explorer with open arms. But that wasn’t the attitude of some explorers who felt it was 
their right to show up and take what was not theirs. How does one do anything but put family and 
home first?
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For chuck E. cheese: Which of the Native American cultures discussed today interested you the 
most?

Possible Answer: I would have to say that they all were unique. I wish there were Chuck E. Cheese® 
establishments back then; that would have been interesting.

For Miley cyrus: There was quite a bit of information offered up in today’s conversation. Do you feel 
you learned something that you did not already know?

Possible Answer: Although history is not one of my stronger subjects, I would say that I have a 
better understanding of the constant conflict between the colonizers and the Native Americans and 
the consequences of the conquest made by the calculating Europeans. Maybe I can get my daddy to 
write a song about it!
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Question for  
the Anasazi leader

Question for  
Christopher Columbus

Question for  
the Hopewell leader

Question for  
Chuck E. Cheese

What was the Columbian Exchange?

Can you elaborate more on the 
Hopewell culture?

Which of the Native American 
cultures discussed today interested 
you the most? 

Question for  
Jacques Cartier

Question for  
Henry Hudson

Question for  
the Mississippian leader

Question for  
Miley Cyrus

Why were European explorers, like 
you, interested in finding a northwest 
passage?

Do you sometimes wish that you 
had explored other parts of the New 
World?

Your culture vanished before the age 
of European exploration to the New 
World. How might things have been 
different had the Mississippians been 
around when the explorers showed 
up?

There was quite a bit of information 
offered up in today’s conversation. Do 
you feel you learned something that 
you did not already know?

	 Chat	1:	Audience	Question	Cards	

Cut	out	and	distribute	randomly	to	audience	members.

Which of the European explorers 
discussed today do you think did the 
most to improve relations with Native 
Americans?
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Chat	1:	Comprehensive	Quiz

Fill-in-the-Blank
 5	points

Instructions:	Fill	in	the	blanks.

1. Juan Ponce de  was one of the conquistadors—
Spanish soldiers who sought adventure in the New World during the 1500s.

2. Henry  was an English naval explorer whose 
search for a northwest passage led him to the discovery of Hudson Bay in 
1610.

3. One result of Columbus’s first trip to the New World, in 1492, was a 
widespread sharing of goods between the Old and New Worlds, called the 
Columbian  .

4. The  were the first European explorers to reach 
the New World when they landed on a Canadian island that they named 
Newfoundland, around 1000 A.D.

5. The Comanche and Kiowa were Native Americans of the Great 
 who relied heavily on the buffalo for their  

existence.

true/False
 5	points

Instructions:	Read	the	statement	and	mark	true	or	false.	Revise	any	false	
statement	to	make	it	correct.

 1. Christopher Columbus’s significance as an explorer was that he 
initiated European interest in the New World.

 2. French explorer Jacques Cartier was successful in finding a 
northwest passage through North America, which connected the 
Atlantic to the Pacific Oceans.

 3. There was very little conflict between Native Americans and  
European explorers in the New World.

 4. Native Americans of the Southeast culture group, such as the Calusa, 
the Seminole, and the Natchez, lived in river-valley villages.

 5. European explorers came to the New World in search of riches and 
to secure lands for their home countries.

CritiCal thinking Question
 5	points

Do you think that European explorers did more harm than good to the 
indigenous people by exploring the New World? Support your answer.

Name:  

Date:  

Score:   /15 possible points
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ansWEr KEy
Fold	this	portion	back	
along	the	line	before	
photocopying.

Fill-in-the-Blanks:  
1.	Leon	
2.	Hudson		
3.	Exchange	
4.	Vikings	
5.	Plains

true/False:	1.	True.		
2.	False–Neither	
Cartier	nor	any	
European	explorer	
of	his	generation	
was	able	to	locate	a	
northwest	passage.	
3.	False–There	was	a	
tremendous	amount	
of	conflict	between	
Native	Americans	and	
European	explorers.		
4.	True.	5.	True.

critical thinking:	
Answers will vary.  
Possible answer:  
European	exploration	
did	produce	some	
positive	effects,	such	
as	the	introduction	
of	the	horse	to	North	
America	and	the	
establishment	of	trade	
between	America	and	
Europe	(the	Colombian	
Exchange).	On	the	
other	hand,	European	
exploration	contributed	
to	a	huge	death	
toll	among	Native	
Americans	due	to	both	
disease	and	conflict.	
Beyond	that,	European	
colonization	of	the	
New	World	resulted	
in	Native	Americans	
losing	vast	amounts	of	
land.

Name:  

Date:  

Score:   /15 possible points




